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Parts list

Resistors: 0.25 watt, 5% tolerance, unless otherwise stated
R1 50 ohms (�) – see text and Figure 2
R2 1 kilohm (k�)
R3 10 kilohms (k�)

Capacitors
C1 100 nanofarads (nF), 0.1 microfarad (�F)
C2 47 microfarads (�F) 15 V electrolytic
C3 1000 picofarads (pF) feedthrough

Semiconductors
D1, D2, D4, D5 1N914
D3 1N4001
TR1 VN10KM

Additional items
L1 T37–43 toroid

Relay 12 V DPDT (DPCO) relay
Three sockets to suit (phono, SO239, etc.)
Thin coax cable and hook-up wire

42 A low-light indicator

Introduction
This is a simple one-evening project that can be built for the pure fun of it,
or to use as the basis of a more complex project to switch your shack lights
on when it gets dark! In its prototype form, it simply flashes an LED when
the ambient light level drops to a preset point.

Operation
The heart of the circuit shown in Figure 1 is a photo-conductive cell, also
called a light-dependent resistor (LDR), a device whose resistance changes
according to the amount of light falling on it. In bright light, the resistance
is low (about 1 k�), whereas in the dark, its resistance is very high (up to
10 M�). The cell is made from a semiconducting material known as
cadmium sulphide (CdS), and is enclosed in a small plastic container. The
semiconductor is laid on a flat insulating surface in the form of a small flat
ribbon. The ribbon construction gives a good area of surface for a given
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length of ribbon, and the length of the ribbon is maximised by laying it out
in a zig-zag pattern, as can be seen diagrammatically in Figure 2. In the
dark, CdS is an insulator; when light falls on it, electrons are released inside
the CdS, making it conduct. The more light there is, the more electrons there
are, and the resistance falls.

In this circuit, the LDR is connected across the 9 V supply in series with a
variable resistor, VR1. In this arrangement, the voltage that exists across the
LDR will be determined by the light level. As the light intensity increases,
the resistance of the LDR falls, dropping a smaller voltage across it. The

Figure 1 Circuit diagram

Figure 2 Component layout
on tagstrip




